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Second Wetstein edition of the Pharmacopoeia Bateana
1. BATE, George. Pharmacopoeia Bateana, quâ nongenta circiter pharmaca, pleraque
omnia è Praxi Georgii Batei … excerpta … cum viribus, & dosibus annexis. … Huic
accesserunt arcana goddardiana, item orthotonia medicorum observata: et tabula
posologica … cum indice morborum, curationum &c. curâ J.S. Pharmacopoei Lond.
Editio quinta cum appendice ex autographo eximii authoris nunc primum desumpta.
Amsterdam, Wetstein, 1719. 8°. Title-page in red and black.Contemporary calf. € 395
The second Wetstein edition (calling itself the fifth Latin edition) a page-for-page reprint of
the first Wetstein edition of 1709, which called itself the fourth, of the famous Pharmacopoeia
Bateana an internationally authoritative collection of pharmacological recipes and prescriptions
compiled posthumously by James Shipton from the papers of the British physician George Bate
(1608–1668), first published in London in 1688. The Wetsteins were to publish what they called
the sixth edition in 1731. They apparently did not count editions published in Frankfurt (1702),
Venice (1703) and possibly others.
Spine label gone, first and last leaves stained, but in good condition.
[8], 240 pp. STCN (1 copy) ; not in Blake, not in Wellcome. ☞ More on our website

First edition of a new Pharmacopeia
for the Kingdom of Bavaria (1856)
2. [BAVARIA – PHARMACOPOEIA]. Pharmakopoe für
das Königreich Bayern. Neue Bearbeitung. Auf königlichen Befehl
herausgegeben.
München, Johann Palm, 1856. Large 8°. With the royal coat-of-arms of
Bavaria on the title-page. Half light brown buckram.
€ 250
First edition of a new Pharmacopeia for the Kingdom of Bavaria, ordered by
the liberal King Maximilian II (1811–1864, who succeeded his father in the revolutionary year 1848) to replace the obsolete Bavarian Pharmacopeia of 1822. The
compilers of the new work were a.o. Prof. Max Pettenkofer, ‘Hofapotheker’ and
first German ‘Hygienist’ (1818–1901) and Dr. Ernst Aug. Buchner.
Library stamp on title. Some stains, especially on the first leaves, otherwise in
good condition.
XII, 378 pp. The afterword by Wolgang Schneider in the reprint of the Pharmakopoe of 1988; Neues
Repertorium für die Pharmacie, vol. 9 (1859), 3. Abschnitt, pp. 39–43. ☞ More on our website

Very important 17th-century manual for apothecaries,
based on Cordus’s Dispensatorium
3. CORDUS, Valerius. Den leyds-man en onderwyser der medicynen, of ordentlicke
uytdeylinge ende bereyding-boeck van de medicamenten. Over al dagelijkx van de
medicijns ende apothekers onder de naem van Valeri Cordi Dispensatorium bekent,
ontfangen ende gebruyckt. Met de verklaringen van M.P. Koudenbergh, en van
Matthias de l’Obel. Nu van nieuws over-sien, ende van veel fauten verbetert. Met
tweederhande registers …
Rotterdam, Pieter van Waesberge, 1656. 8°. With an engraved frontispiece, showing
an apothecary with view of a herb garden, a woodcut’s printer device on the title-page
and woodcut initials. Contemporary vellum.
€ 2500
Third edition of a Dutch version of the Dispensatorium by Valerius Cordus (1515–1544), edited
together with the commentaries by Peter Coudenburgh (ca. 1518–1599) and the great botanist
Matthias de Lobel (1538–1616), by the physician Pascasius Turcaeus (1586–1635) who also added
the extensive indexes.
With owner inscriptions by members of the family Swartenbroeck on the first two endleaves
and on the back paste-down, and with the bookplate of Jan van der Hoeven on the front pastedown. Binding a bit dust-soiled, some small water stains in the margins of the first leaves (not
affecting the text), some small marginal tears (some repaired), otherwise in good condition.
[16], 490, [16] pp. Daems & Vandewiele, pp. 13–15, 61–62; BMN I, p. 372; Stoeder, Gesch. d. pharmacie in Nederland, pp.
38–39. ☞ More on our website

First and only edition of the pharmacopoeia
for the department of Deux-Nèthes
4. [DEUX NÈTHES – PHARMACOPOEIA]. VAN DEN Z ANDE,
J.B.J., et al (ed.). Pharmacopoeia manualis, a concilio medico praefecturae
Utriusque Nethae edita.
Antwerpen, Antonius Grangé, 1812. 8°. 19th-century green half sheepskin, marbled
sides.
€ 650
First and only edition of the pharmacopoeia for the department of Deux-Nèthes in the
First French Republic, which contained the present-day Belgian province of Antwerp and
parts of the Dutch province of North Brabant. Intended to be a revision of the Antwerp
pharmacopoeia of 1660(!) it was heavily inspired by the Pharmacopoea Batava, published
in Amsterdam in 1805. Jean-Bernard-Joseph van den Zande (1778–1833), doctor and
professor of physics and chemistry, headed the committee with L.H.J. Francken carrying
out experiments and F.M. Verbert editing the book itself
Like the Pharmacopoea Batava, the Pharmacopoeia manualis Utriusque Nethae shows the
ever increasing importance of chemical medicine over natural substances. Its official use
proved to be short-lived as the department was incorporated in the United Kingdom
of the Netherlands in 1814, which prescribed the Pharmacopoea Batava and from 1823
onward the Pharmacopoea Belgica.
With the stamp of the Département des deux Néthes on the verso of the title-page.
Binding slightly rubbed, bumped edges, but still in good condition.
VIII, 208 pp. Daems & Vandewiele, p. 63; Vandewiele, “De farmacie onder koning Willem I”, in: Kring voor de
geschiedenis van de pharmacie in Benelux, no. 56 (1978), pp. 35–51; Vandewiele, Geschiedenis van de farmacie in België,
p. 306; Wellcome IV, p. 357. ☞ More on our website

Comprehensive pharmacological handbook,
with 7 engraved plates
5. FARVACQUES, Robert de (attributed to) and Johannes SCHRODER.
Medicina pharmaceutica, of groote algemeene schatkamer der drôgbereidende
geneeskonst.
Including: Ontslote kabinet der simplicia, of enkele drogeryen; …
Leiden, Isaak Severinus, 1741. 3 parts in 1 volume. Folio. With a general title-page printed
in red and black, with a small engraved device, 2 part-titles, and 7 engraved plates.
Modern vellum.
€ 1250
Enlarged third edition of a comprehensive work on the preparation of medicines, also a handbook
for apothecaries, erroneously attributed to the Belgian physician Robert de Farvacques (d. 1689),
physician to Charles the Second of Spain. The first two parts are divided into five “books”,
each divided into several chapters. The first book is an introduction to pharmacology, describing
the medicinal properties plants, animals and minerals and when to gather and prepare them.
The second book lists different preparation methods of simple medicines and the third book of
compound medicines. The fourth book deals with the useful instruments and tools for physicians and apothecaries. The fifth book, which occupies the entire second part, is devoted to the
preparation of waters, oils, plasters, balsams, pills, etc. The five plates in the second part show
furnaces, pans, kettles, and other useful instruments for preparing these medicines. The third
part, not present in the first and second edition, was compiled by the Dutch apothecary Johannes
Schroder (ca. 1680–1746) and lists numerous simple medicines (roots, herbs, shrubs, seeds, fruits,
resins, etc., animal products, minerals), mentioning where they can be found, how to recognize
them and how to determine which are best suited to be used in medicine. He also mentions the
various names which are in use for the same plant. Included at the end is a treatise by the German
botanist Johann Philipp Breyne (1680–1764) on the ginseng plant and root and the herb acmella,
illustrated with two plates.
A few pages restored along the margins, first few pages slightly thumbed, occasionally a small spot
or (marginal) stain. Overall in very good condition, and wholly untrimmed.
[28], 434; [2], 340, [4], [1 blank], [33]; [1], [1 blank], [12], “222”[=214], [20] pp. Blake, p. 143; STCN 227702735; Vandewiele,
Geschiedenis van de pharmacie in België, p. 170; Wellcome III, p. 10. ☞ More on our website

Second edition in English
of Fuller’s first pharmacopoeia
6. FULLER, Thomas. Pharmacopoeia extemporanea: or, a body of medicines,
containing a thousand select prescripts, answering most intentions of cure. To
which are added, useful scholia, a catalogue of remedies, and copious index, for
the assistance of young physicians.
London, William Innys, 1714. 8°. With an engraved portrait of the author by
George Vertue (1684–1756) after Joseph Tymewell (fl. 1717–1737). Contemporary
calf.
€ 950
Second edition in English of a popular pharmacopoeia, based on the fifth Latin edition
of 1714. According to the introduction, the author had originally compiled “a very great
Collection of the best, and neatest Medicines” for personal use, constantly testing and
amending the recipes and sharing the manuscript with others. “Now it so chanced, that
a certain young Gentleman, a Batchelor in Physick, having gotten one of these, and
carrying it into Holland, died and left it there. This unlucky Accident gave me great
Uneasiness; for I knew not into what Hands it might fall; and perhaps the Dutch might
print it upon me rough as it was, and unprepared for the Press” (A3v). Fuller made a
selection from his notes, from which the first Latin Pharmacopoeia extemporanea was
published in 1701.
With a few brief annotations throughout, an owner’s inscription on the title-page and a
shelfmark on the front flyleaf. Binding rubbed and front hinge with a crack. With a few
spots and smudges, but otherwise in very good condition.
[18], 14, 512, [32] pp. ESTC T121458; Blake, p. 163; Wellcome III, p. 76. ☞ More on our website

Original edition of a French manual
on the arrangement of the medica materia
7. FÉE, Antoine Laurent Apollinaire. Cours d’histoire naturelle pharmaceutique, ou
histoire des substances usitées dans la thérapeutique, les arts et l’économie domestique.
Paris, Imprimerie de Decourchant (printed in the page facing the title-page), 1828.
2 volumes. Large 8°. Both volumes bound in contemporary half calf with marbled
paper sides, blind-tooled spines, red morocco spine labels with the title in gold and
a gilt-stamped library stamp of the Medical Society, Edinburg, on the top of both
spines.
€ 250
Original edition of a well-known manual in which the vegetable and animal materia medica
are arranged according to the natural system.
Antoine Laurent Apollinaire Fée (1789–1874) is a French botanist and author of works on
botany and mycology, Darwinism and practical and historical pharmacology – his Code pharmaceutique, ou pharmacopée française (Paris, 1826) among them. He served as a medical orderly
during Napoleon’s campaign in Spain, then established a pharmacy in Paris. He was schooled
in the profession in Strasbourg, receiving his degree in 1815. He met the botanist Christiaan
Hendrik Persoon in 1823, and came to be strongly influenced by him. Fée later became an
instructor at teaching hospitals, firstly in Lille in 1825 then Strasbourg in 1832, when he was
promoted to M.D. and professor of botany. In 1874 he was elected as the president of the
Société botanique de France.
Next to the stamp on the spine also with a library stamp of the Medical Society Edinburgh
on the title-pages of both volumes and with the bookplate of Franz Sondheinmer on the front
paste-downs. Binding slightly worn around the edges, some small brown stains throughout
the book and a little waterstained in the margins (not affecting the text), otherwise in good
condition.
[4], XXVI, [2], 659; VII, 822, [2] pp. DSB IV, p. 560; Bulletin des sciences médicales, 7 (1828), p. 267. ☞ More on our
website

Famous satirical poems advocated a plan
for providing dispensaries for the relief of the sick poor,
as a protection against the greed of apothecaries.
8. [GARTH, Samuel]. The dispensary. A poem. In six canto’s. The ninth edition.
With several descriptions and episodes never before printed.
London, printed for J.T. and sold by Tho. Astley, 1726. 12°. With frontispiece and 6
full-page plates, one for each of the canto’s engraved by Lud. Du Guernier (included
in the collation), many woodcut head – and tailpieces. Calf over boards, gold-tooled
spine.
€ 350
Ninth edition (the first after the dead of the author) of this satirical mock-heroic poem in six
canto’s which had been first published anonymously by Garth in 1699. Although the satire on
the building of a medicines dispensary for the poor at Royal College of Physicians, has now
been largely forgotten, at the time of its publication the poem was an instant success, making
the writer the talk of the London coffee houses and the fashionable literary scene. The poem
went through three editions within a year and eight editions appeared within Garth’s lifetime
and the text was reprinted regularly throughout the 18th century.
Samuel Johnston, in his Life of Garth, suggested that the poem appealed because of its clear
moral stance. After all, Garth was ‘on the side of charity against the intrigues of interest, and
of regular learning against licentious usurpation of medical authority’.
With ownership’s stamp of Wm Sherlock, Ormskirk, on first fly-leaf. Hinges weak, slight
marginal browning and spotting.
[24], 84, 36 pp. C.C. Booth, ‘Sir Samuel Garth, FRS: The Dispensary poet’, in: Notes Rec. R. Soc. Lond., 40,2 (1986), pp.
125-45; B. Brander, B. Samuel Garth’s The Dispensary. Washington Univ. School of Medicine in St Louis, Bernard Becker
Medical Library (2016). ☞ More on our website

An important manual on pharmacology
by a pupil of Boerhaave
9. GAUBIUS, Hieronymus David. Libellus de methodo concinnandi formulas
medicamentorum.
Leiden, Conrad Wishoff, 1739. 8°. Title-page in red and black, woodcut title-vignette,
woodcut initials. Contemporary calf.
€ 395
First edition of this important manual on pharmacology by the German physician, chemist,
vitalist and Leiden professor Hieronymus David Gaubius (Jerome Gaub, 1705–1780). The
second enl. and corr. edition was published by the same publisher in 1752.
Gaubius was a native of Heidelberg. Three times he was Rector of the Leiden University.
With traces of an erased bookplate on the first free endpaper.Binding slightly rubbed, front
hinge weak, some stains on the paste-downs and first and last pages, otherwise in good
condition.
[12], 388 pp. NNBW, III, cols. 431–432; Rather, Lelland J., Mind and body in eighteenth–century medicine: a study based
on Jerome Gaub’s De regimine mantis.(University of California Press, 1965); Jan van Gijn & Joost P. Gijselhart, ‘Gaubius en de
medische chemie’, in: Nederlands Tijdschrift Geneeskunde, (2012), p. 156: A4030. ☞ More on our website

Second edition, with a new Appendix,
of the Dutch translation
of an influential German manual
on pharmacology for beginners
10. HERMBSTÄDT, Sigismund Frederik. Catechismus der apothecarskunst, of, de eerste grondbeginselen der artsenijmengkunde, voor
eerstbeginnenden opgesteld. Aanhangsel van den catechismus der apothecarskunst.
Amsteldam, J.B. Elwe, 1813. 8°. With a folding engraved plate (160 × 125 mm.)
of a ‘Toestel om luchtvormige vloeistoffen op te vangen’ (a device to catch
vaporized liquids), facing p. 302. Blue paper over thin boards as published, with
rests of a printed title label on spine. Uncut copy (partly unopened). € 350
The second edition of the Dutch translation of the German manual on pharmacology
for beginners by Hermbstädt, the Katechismus der Apothekerkunst, oder die ersten
Gründtze der Pharmacie (Berlin 1792), enlarged with an Appendix, including a plate,
by the translator F.H. Lynen. The first edition of the translation was published in
1799 and the ‘Aanhangzel tot den Catachismus …’ by Lynen was separately printed
in 1800, both by the same publisher J.B. Elwe.
Contents: p. (1): Title-page (verso blank); pp. i-ii: Praeface (‘Voorbericht’) by the
publisher; pp. 1–260:
Some spotting on front cover and first pages.
[1], [blank], [2], 320 pp. = 324 pp. Algemeene Vaderlandsche Letter-oefeningen, (1800, 1ste stuk), pp. 108–109;
Adlung & Urdang, Grundriss der Geschichte der deutschen Pharmazie, 462; Bierman, 2212. ☞ More on our
website

Unofficial Rotterdam pharmacopoeia,
later translated into Japanese
11. LIS, Wouter van. Pharmacopoea Galeno – chemico – medica
probatissimis auctoribus, ratione & experiential fundata. Meng – schei
– en geneeskonstige artseny-winkel; op de beste schryvers, de rede en
ondervinding gebouwt; … benevens een korte verhandeling, hoe met
weinig genees-middelen de grootste ziekten worden genezen; als mede …
een verklaring van de voornaamste konstwoorden en characters.
Amsterdam, Jan Morterre, 1764. 4°. With engraved frontispiece by V.D.
after A. Hordyk, title-page in red and black, with vignette in a roundel:
the sun surrounded by the motto “Herbarum subiecta potential nobis”,
one full-page plate with the chemical symbols, printed in two columns.
Half calf , gold-tooled spine, spine label lettered in gold.
€ 500
Second edition of an interesting pharmacological guide and recipe book in
Dutch and Latin, the two languages printed in two columns facing each other.
The first edition had been published in Rotterdam by Philip & Jakobus Losel
in 1747. Though never formally designated as a standard by a government
or medical institution, the defining trait of a pharmacopoeia, it nevertheless
served as one in practice, not only in the Netherlands but also in Japanese
translation, making it important for the introduction of European pharmacological knowledge into Japan. The book is divided into six parts: (1) simple
drugs; (2) Gallenica, the medicines treated by Galenus; (3) Chymnica; (4)
diseases; (5) practical information; (6) a glossary and chemical symbols. The
manual gives a unique survey of 18th-century pharmacology and medicine in
the Netherlands.
[34)], 436, [60] pp. Blake, p. 273; STCN (3 copies); Wittop Koning, Compendium …, p. 80; cf. BMN
I, p. 381 (1st ed.); not in Wellcome. ☞ More on our website

First significant revision since 1721:
“by far the best pharmacopoeia ever printed”
12. [LONDON – PHARMACOPOEIA]. Pharmacopoeia collegii
regalis medicorum Londinensis.
London, T. Longman, T. Shewell and J. Nourse, 1746. 4°. With engraved
frontispiece showing the inner court of the Royal College of Physicians in
Warwick Lane, London (Collegium Regale Medicorum Londinensium)
by J. Mynde [1725], woodcut vignette on title-page. Full calf over boards
with double gilt ruling along the edges, ribbed spine with red morocco
title label, lettered in gold.
€ 650
Corrected and augmented edition of the famous pharmacopoeia of the Royal
College of Physicians at London, first published in 1618, but extensively revised
for the folio edition of 1721 by the great physician, naturalist and collector Sir
Hans Sloane (1660–1753) who succeeded Isaac Newton as president of the Royal
Society in 1727, and served as president of the College from 1719 to 1735.
The English introduction says “the President and College have, with great Care,
Pains, and Industry, revised, corrected, and reformed a Book by them formerly
published, intitled, Pharmacopoeia Collegii Regalis Medicorum Londinensis, prescribing and directing the Manner of preparing all sorts of Medicines therein
contained, together with the true Weights and Measures by which they ought to
be made: Which Book is now perfected and ready to be published …”.
A review in the Dutch Boekzaal der geleerde werelt eulogizes Sharp’s 1746 edition,
“which is, in all its simplicity and plainness, considered by far the best pharmacopoeia ever printed”.
The text is divided into chapters on ponderea et mensurae (weights and measures),
materia medica, preparationes simpliciores, conservae, condita, succi, extracta et
resinae, olea per expressionem, olea per distillationem, etc.
(2), XVI, 174 pp. Boekzaal der geleerde werelt, 32 (1746), p. 586; ESTC T94945. ☞ More on our website

First edition of a textbook
on the making and preparation of medicines
13. MARGGRAVIUS, Christianus. Materia medica contracta, exhibens
simplicia & composita medicamenta officinalia ex magno numero selecta,
praestantia atque utilia, munita viribus & dosibus methodoque simplicial
deligedi, praeparandi & componendi: destinate pharmacopoeorum
praecipue …
Leiden, Arnold Doude, 1674. 4°. With the woodcut printer’s device of the
Leiden Academy and with many printed tables and schemes. Modern red
cloth, red morocco spine label with the title in gold.
€ 750
First edition of this textbook on the making and preparation of medicines by the
German Christian Marggraf (Liepstadt 1626–1687). The second enlarged edition
followed in 1681; the third in 1682.
After having studied at the Leiden University (registered in 1652), and he was awarded
his MD at Franeker, Marggraf settled in Leiden as a physician. He also lectured
privately in his own house with considerable success, but came in conflict with Jac. Le
Mort what meant the end of his career.
With the ownership’s inscription of John Redman Coxe (1773–1863) on the titlepage, an important 19th-century physician from Philadelphia, and with the blindstamped library stamp of the Philadelphia College of Pharmacy on the title-page.
Some browning, especially the first and last leaves, otherwise in good condition.
[8], 252 pp. BMN I, p. 358; Jorissen, Het chem. Lab. der Univ. te Leiden (1909); Poggendorf, II, p. 80; Wellcome
IV, p. 53. ☞ More on our website

Regulations concerning the sale of arsenic
14. [NETHERL ANDS – PHARMACY ]. Reglement vervattende
een ordre, waar na een ieder zig in het verkoopen van rottekruit ten platten
lande in deesen geheelen furstendom en graafschap zal moeten gedraagen.
Arnhem, widow of Hendrik van Goor, 1772. 4°. With a woodcut coat-ofarms on title-page. Bound as sewn.
€ 250
Ordinance issued by the Duchy of Gelre and the County of Zutphen, regarding
the sale of so-called “rottekruit” (arsenic).
In very good condition, with all the bolts unopened.
15, [1 blank] pp. STCN 16618358X (4 copies). ☞ More on our website

Third edition of the Utrecht Pharmacopoea:
interleaved copy, with many annotations
and extra prescriptions in contemporary handwriting
15. [UTRECHT – PHARMACOPEIA]. Pharmacopoea ultrajectina nova.
Utrecht, Jacob van Poolsum, 1749. 8°. With engraved printer’s device by J. Goeree,
woodcut initials and head – and tail-pieces and 2 engraved tables with the chemical
symbols of the various ingredients. Later half pigskin, boards covered with sprinkled
yellow paper.
€ 1100
After the two 17th century editions of 1656 (the second pharmacology of the Northern Netherlands)
and 1664, this is the third – and last – edition of the Utrecht pharmacopoeia divided in 20 sections:
Vegetabilia, Pondera et mensurae, Pulveres, De Syrupis, Unguenta, etc.. The Pharmacopoea is
rather simple compared with the first pharmacology of Amsterdam of 1636.
Interleaved copy, heavily annotated, corrected and with many extra prescriptions in a contemporary handwriting by a Dutch (Utrecht) pharmacist.
[8], 240, [20] pp. Daems & Vandewiele, p. 179. ☞ More on our website

First edition of a pharmacological recipe book in Dutch,
for apprentices and pharmacists who can’t read Latin
16. [PHARMACY – RECIPES]. Nieuwe Nederduitsche apotheek. Op eene klaare
en verstaanbaare wyze onderwys gevende omtrent de beste dagelyks gebruikt wordende
geneeskundige bereidingen; waar in inzonderheid de scheikundige bewerkingen, volgens
de gronden der vermaarde heeren Boerhave, Geoffroy en andere beroemde mannen, zoo
duidelyk beschreeven worden, als tot nog toe in geene andere apotheeken geschied is.
Leiden, Pieter van der Eyk, 1753. 8°. Modern orange paper wrappers.
€ 650
Rare first edition of a collection of pharmacological recipes in Dutch that had no official authorization, published to meet the needs of apprentices and pharmacists with little or no knowledge
of Latin (the language of the pharmacompoeia, which were officially authorized by governments
or medical or pharmacological associations) and to avoid misuse, quackery and the production
and selling of quack remedies. The compilers aim nevertheless to present reliable pharmacological
recipes based on the best available sources such as the works of Herman Boerhave (1668–1738)
and Etienne Fr. Geoffroy (1672–1731). While some phamacopoeia were translated into Dutch and
other vernacular languages, Van der Eyk apparently thought less educated readers also needed
a different approach to make the information clear. In 1766 he published a second augmented
edition.
Corners slightly bumped, slightly soiled and water-stained throughout, not affecting the text.
Otherwise in good condition.
[10], 440, [38] pp. STCN (1 compl. & 2 incompl. copies); Vaderlandsche letteroefeningen, 6 (1766), pp. 452–254. ☞ More on
our website

A popular Swedish Domestic medicine chest
or first-aid kit for travelers
by a famous Swedish physician
17. ROSEN von ROSENSTEIN, Nils. Hus – och Rese-Apoteque, pä Hennes
Kongl. Maj. Nädigste Befallning upsatt af Archiatern och Riddaren – -.
Stockholm, Carl Gottlieb Ulfs, 1772. 8°. Engraved title-page with calligraphic
lettering and vignette: a coach driving through a Swedish landscape. Wrappers
covered with marbled paper.
€ 250
Later edition of a popular Swedish Domestic medicine chest or first-aid kit for travelers
of which more than 10 editions appeared between 1765 (first edition) till 1800. The author
Nils Rosen von Rosenstein (1706–1773) was a well-known Swedish physician, considered
the founder of modern pediatric. His main work, The diseases of children, and their
remedies is considered to be ‘the first modern textbook on the subject’, with translations
in English by Andrew Sparman and Dutch. Rosen was the First physician to the King of
Sweden and a Knight of the Polar Star. He studied in Leiden with Herman Boerhaave and
Pieter van Musschenbroek.
Title soiled and thumbed, slight browned throughout. With annotations in a contemporary Swedish hand on the first fly-leaf.
(2), 104, (8) pp. Walter 8192; Iréne Sjögren, ‘Nils Rosén von Rosenstein – The Father of Paediatrics’, in: Upsala Journal
Med. Science, 111(1) (2006), pp. 3–16. ☞ More on our website

Very rare first Japanese pharmacopoeia:
Siebold’s gift to his Japanese colleagues
18. SIEBOLD, Philipp Franz von. Yakuhin oshu roku.
[Osaka], Oyobi, Bunsei 9 [= 1826]. 16.6 × 7.7 cm. Printed from 19 woodblocks (one for each double-page)
on washi paper. With the text in kanji and katakana Japanese characters. Bound in traditional Japanese style
in the original publisher’s woodblock-printed paper wrappers, with a flower design. Kept in a modern blue
cloth folder.
€ 22 500
Very rare first and only edition of a small pharmacopoeia by Philipp Franz von Siebold, translated into Japanese by
his student Ko Ryosai from Siebold’s Dutch dictation, the only pharmacopoeia produced in Japan until 1886. After
the title and a brief introduction on the first four pages, it lists 75 drugs and other medicinal preparations, each in a
single column with a brief explanation. It also discusses the effects of the use of various medicines and the treatment
of various ailments. It includes coffee, which was previously unknown in Japan. It serves as an important primary
source for both the introduction of Western medical knowledge into Japan and for Siebold’s teaching methods and
his relations with his Japanese students. It probably had a small press run, for it was intended primarily for Siebold to
present to physicians and others whom he met during his voyage.
In very good condition, with only 2 tiny bits of paper stuck to the margins of the last page. The wrapper is slightly
rubbed, with parts of the title-label lost, but still in good condition.
19 double-leaves. KVK & WorldCat (1 copy); Nihon kosho tsushin 74 (2009), no. 7, p. 36; Shiboruto to Nihon, no. 150; not in Von Hünersdorff. ☞ More on
our website

Very rare publication
of a dispute between doctors and apothecaries
in Brussels
19. [SOPHIE, Jacques]. Noodighe op-rechtinghe van ‘t collegie de
medecyne, opentlyck bewesen aen d’inwoonders der stadt van Brussel,
met ‘t verhael van alle swarigheden daer-overgeresen, ende weder
legginge van d’op-sprake, daer-tegen onglanghs voor ghewendt.
Brussels, Guilliam Scheybels, 1660. 4°. With an emblematic woodcut
on the last page.
€ 800
Very rare first and only edition of a large collection of stories that exemplify
the sometimes fierce rivalries between doctors and apothecaries. It here forms
part of an ongoing quarrel between the magistrates of the city of Brussels,
represented by the new Collegium Medicum, and the city’s apothecaries. In 1641 the city established the Collegium Medicum and published the
Pharmacopoeia Bruxellensis in an attempt to regulate the apothecaries. This
roused their dissatisfaction because they justifiably claimed they were underrepresented in the Collegium: in fact unrepresented, for all members were
doctors. Apothecaries were often also grocers, and in 1659 they threatened
to stop paying taxes on beer if the Collegium Medicum was not abolished.
This threat succeeded for a few months, but the Collegium was soon re-established. The doctors had momentum and with the present publication they
tried to silence the apothecaries’ complaints for good. The quarrel continued
nonetheless, until they came to an agreement in 1664.
Binding lightly worn; a very good copy.
[6], 101, [1] pp. Krivatsy 2592; STCV (1 copy); WorldCat (2 copies); Cf. Vandewiele, Geschiedenis van
de farmacie in België, pp. 152–155. ☞ More on our website

First edition of a Swedish pharmacopoeia,
compiled with assistance of Linnaeus
20. [SWEDEN – PHARMACOPOEIA]. Pharmacopoea Svecica.
Stockholm, Henric Fougt, 1775. 8°. With the engraved arms of the Collegium Medicum
on title-page. Contemporary half calf, richly gold-tooled spine.
€ 875
First edition of a Swedish pharmacopeia. “There was no such compilation in Sweden in the
16th century, and the need for one was not felt until the 17th century, which saw the rise of
the first apothecaries. … A Pharmacopoea Holmiensis (i.e. Stockholm) was put together (1686).
It was not widely distributed in the country, and the need for a more complete compilation
led to court physician A. Bäck being commissioned to compose a new pharmacopoeia. He
was assisted by Linnaeus, who primarily contributed to the section on the effects and uses of
medicines. This document, (Materia medica), contained some 380 simple substances, the section
on “Praeparata et Composita” some 400 chemical preparations – as well as a list of substances
to induce vomiting (emeticorum), compounds containing mercury, opium, and an alphabetical index. The pharmacopoeia also described how plant drugs should be dried, pulverization,
etc. Pharmacopoea Svecica appeared in 1775, that is, three years before Linnaeus passed away”
(Meyerson, Linné on line).
With the bookplate of Adolf and Louise von Krusenstierna and the embossed owner’s stamp of
O. Glass, Uppsala. Binding slightly rubbed, some wear at the head of the spine and some occasional browning and spots; generally in good condition.
[10], 237, [3] pp. Blake, p. 350; Wellcome IV, p. 371; cf. B. Meyerson, “Linnaeus as a physician: Pharmacopoea Svecica” at: Linné
on line; not in Soulsby. ☞ More on our website

The first official Swiss pharmacopoeia
21. [SWITZERL AND – PHARMACOPOEIA]. Pharmacopoea Helvetica,
in duas partes divisa, quarum prior materiam medicam, botanico-physico-medice
descriptam, posterios composita & praeparata, modum praeparandi vires & usum
exhibet.
Including: Syllabus medicamentorum simplicium et compositorum, in Pharmacopoea
Helvetica comprehensorum, …
Basel, Johann Rudolf Imhof and sons, 1771. 3 parts in 1 volume. Folio. With engraved
frontispiece. Near-contemporary half vellum.
€ 4000
First and only edition, in Latin, of the first official Swiss pharmacopoeia, with a preface by the
Swiss anatomist and physiologist Albrecht von Haller in Bern, and an elaborate armorial frontispiece by Johann Georg Sturm. It takes its title almost word for word from the Wittenberg
pharmacopoeia, first published in 1741. Although much of the information no doubt comes
from that work, it is here presented very differently. The main text is divided into three parts:
“Materiam medicam” gives an alphabetical list of medicinal plants and other ingredients,
“Medicamenta simplicia et composita” gives instructions for preparing simple and compound
medicines, arranged alphabetically by the names of the medicines, and “Syllabus medicamentorum” gives a classified list of the simple and compound medicines.
With bookplate on pastedown. Some slight browning or foxing, a few leaves with small darkbrown spots, but otherwise in good condition and with generous margins. The binding is
somewhat scuffed, with a small tear in the spine, and the tapes are broken at the inside of the
front hinge. An extensive and important pharmacopoeia.
[2], 13, [1 blank], 28, [2], 212, 384, 54 pp. Blake, p. 350; Neu, Wisconsin 3201; VD18, 10566074. ☞ More on our website

Medicines for the poor in The Hague
22. [THE HAGUE – PHARMACY ]. Lyst der medicamenten, welke in
de stads apotheecq van ‘sGravenhage, moeten worden gevonden tot gebruyk
der zieke armen, en buyten welke medicamenten geene anderen door stads
doctoren of chirurgyns voor de voors. zieken geordonneert zullen mogen
worden.
The Hague, Cornelis van Zanten, 1749 (changed in ink to 1748). 4°. With
woodcut coat-of-arms of The Hague on the title-page. Bound as sewn. € 375
List of medicines that should be available to the poor in The Hague. Listed are many
kinds of roots, herbs, flowers, wood, seeds, fruits, mushrooms, minerals and animal
products, but also balsams, waters, pills and plasters.
With some faint (water) stains, otherwise in good condition, wholly untrimmed.
[16] pp. STCN 216199042 (5 copies). ☞ More on our website

Rare printed list of labels
for use in pharmacies for sale
23. VAN RIJN VAN ALKEMADE, J. Lijst van Apotheek-etiquetten,
bestaande zoowel uit de officieele als uit de meest gebruuikelijke officinale
namen of synoniemen der geneesmiddelen volgens de Pharmacopoea
Neerlandica, editio altera, en in verband met Art. 6 der Wt van 1 Juni 1865,
Staatsbl. no. 61.
The Hague, J. Smulders & Comp, ca. 1872–1875. 4°. Blue wrappers. € 1250
Extremely rare list of available labels for use in small and big pharmacies. The
text of the labels is based on the second edition of the Pharmacopoea Neerlandica
(1871). The labels are for sale with the firm J. Smulders & Comp. in The Hague,
and are available in various sizes and designs (with or without a golden border, etc.,
including prizes).
4 pages with annotations in the margins of Latin labels translated into Dutch.
Binding slightly worn and some stains on the back cover, back and front hinge
weak, otherwise in good condition.
22 pp. Not in STCN, not in Worldcat. ☞ More on our website

Fighting the plague with amulets
to ward off the devil
24. WICHMANS, Augustinus Franciscus. Apotheca spiritualium
pharmacorum contra luem contagiosam aliosque morbos, …
Including: [WICHMANS, Augustin]. Diarium ecclesiasticum de
sanctis contra pestem tutelaribus, …
Antwerp, Hieronymus Verdussen, 1626. 2 parts in 1 volume. 4°. With
Verdussen’s woodcut lion device on title-page. Contemporary blindtooled pigskin over wooden boards (front board with gold-tooled initials
“G*F*A*G” – – George Falb, Abbot of Göttweig Abbey – – and date
“1630”), with 2 strap fastenings with engraved brass clasps and catchplates, and brass anchorplates.
€ 3250
First and only edition of the first extensive work and most unusual work of the
Premonstratensian monk, Augustinus Wichmans (1596–1661) from Antwerp,
later Abbot of Tongerlo. Like all his works it is primarily religious in nature but
in this case it is also medical, a spiritual regimen against the plague and other
contagious diseases. It describes itself as an apothecary of spiritual pharmaceuticals, with the second part providing a month by month calendar of patron
saints who can protect one from the plague. But Wichmans’s pharmacopoeia is
concerned not with the preparation of medicinal plants but with, for example,
a Saint John’s gospel that one can wear around one’s neck and various other
amulets (including wearable reliquaries). His instructions for constructing and
blessing these amulets are very precise, for the devil was always lurking, hoping
to lead the maker astray and turn the devices into his own evil weapons.
From the library of George Falb (1612–1631), Abbot of the Benedictine Göttweig
Abbey, about 60 km west of Vienna. Somewhat browned throughout and with
an occasional minor and usually marginal stain, but still in good condition.
A remarkable window into early 17th-century Catholic views on amulets for
protection from disease.
[16], 405, [3]; [4], 110, [2] pp. C. Caspers, “Tegen de pest en tegen de ketters”, in: A.L. Molendijk, ed.,
Materieel Christendom (2003), pp. 249–272; Krivatsky 12981 (part 2 only); STCV (5 copies); not in BMN;
Caillet; Coumont; Thorndike; etc. ☞ More on our website
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